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The Bureau Chief,  
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Mumbai  
 
The news in the Times of India about the rally of about 400 evictees, as residents of Golibar  
Khar, gives a very distorted picture, with lack of facts and the comprehensive assessment of the 
story of Shivalik Ventures. As in the case of ‘Adarsh’ and Lavasa, when the affected people and 
activists started raising questions based on concrete facts, backed by documentary evidence, 
many did not believe in or agree with; till the wide-ranging illegalities came to the fore.  
 
It is, however, astonishing, that your Reporter having failed to cover the meetings and rallies upto 
midnight of thousands over the last many days or even the arrest and forcible demolition in the 
name of it, without fully implementing the High Court’s orders i.e. misusing the same, has 
reported, without full investigation of the case, which is certainly against the practice of your 
reputed daily.  
 
The case of Shivalik is one of illegally seeking approvals at various levels from Slum 
Rehabilitation Authority to the Department of Housing, Mantrayala. It is well-established that the 
lands which Shivalik is claiming to develop were in the case of some co-operative socities 
allotted to them by the Government for development of their choice. The developers they 
selected received all approvals, which were later manipulated and in a way, purchased to make a 
‘joint venture’ by Shivalik, without consulting and informing the societies. The fraudulent entries in 
the lists of beneficiaries (Annex -II of SRA’s procedures) are also exposed and an FIR is filed on 
the basis of the same.  
 
The biggest fraud, however is that the only rehabilitation buildings constructed and accomodation 
offered to the evictees are on the land belonging to the Ministry of Defence, which is a 62 acres 
plot as against half-an-acre in the case of Adarsh scam. While the Defence Ministry has taken 
Shivalik to the Mumbai High Cout and the case is to be heard further, thousands of residents and 
members of many co-operative socities are, therefore, questioning this. The builder has also 
grabbed and used the land of the Customs Department and one near the Railways, against the 
laws. 
 
The people living in the Trnsit camps, it is obvious, are given much smaller accomodation than 
legally mandated and hence, although they await and hope to be beneficiaries, they too are 
cheated and many of them, are making common cause with others, who are challenging the 
Builder on various issues.  A handful of persons who are favoured by the builder have always 
stood agaisnt the majority who are questioning corruption and repression at the hands of the 
Builder-State-Agent nexus. So is the case here.  
 
While I was out for the anti-corruption rally in Delhi and had fallen sick there, never did I receive 
the call and hence to report that I was not available for comment is not fair, while my activist 
colegues were very much in Mumbai and Golibar. ToI having exposed Adarsh is expected to 
expose the Shivalik Ventures too, without any compromise in this case of  huge corruption and 
betrayal of the common people.  
 
With regards,  

 

Medha Patkar  


